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Xbox one series x controller

The easiest way to play Xbox Series X/S games with the PS4 controller is through the Xbox Game Pass game streaming service. You can also download Xbox games to your COMPUTER and play them with a PS4 controller. This article explains how to use a PS4 controller in the Xbox series X or S to play games using the Game Pass app for Xbox cloud games and games on your phone or pc. Despite
some confusion about this issue, you can't actually use the PS4 controller for your Xbox Series X or S. Although PS4 controllers use Bluetooth just like an Xbox controller, your Xbox, regardless of generation, just isn't set to work with the PS4 controller. You can use the PS4 controller on the PS5, but only play your old PS4 games. If you want to play next-generation games with a PS4 controller, the best bet
is to play cloud games with Xbox Game Pass cloud games on your phone or Game Pass Ultimate on your PC. Jeremy Laukkonen/Lifewire The easiest way to play Xbox Series X/S games with a PS4 controller is game streaming with Xbox Game Pass. It requires a PS4 controller, a Game Pass subscription, and a compatible phone. You'll pair your controller with your phone, stream Xbox Series X/S games
to your phone, and play them using a PS4 controller. Here's how to play Xbox Series X/S games on your Android phone with ps4 controller: For your PS4 controller, press and hold the PS button (between analog sticks) and Share button simultaneously until the light bar starts to blink. Enable Bluetooth on your phone if you haven't already. Navigate to &gt; connected devices on your phone. Tap Pair a new
device. Select Wireless controller from the list, and tap Pair. Install the Xbox Game Pass app if you haven't already, and log in. Open the Xbox Game Pass app. Tap CLOUD to see cloud games only. Tap the game you want to play. Tap PLAY. Start playing an xbox series X/S game with a PS4 controller. Get a dualShock 4 phone clip and set your phone to the controller for the best experience. Most games
that are available through Game Pass Ultimate subscription are Xbox One, but the same exact service is also Xbox Series X/S games and move away from Xbox One titles over time. To play Xbox Series X/S games on your PC with a PS4 controller, all you have to do is create your own PS4 controller with your computer, download the game you want to play, and play it. Here's how to play Xbox Series X/S
games on your PC using a PS4 controller: Set up a PS4 controller to work with your PC. Download and install the xbox app on your PC if you haven't already. Start the Xbox app. Click the game you want to play. Both Xbox One and Xbox Series S/X games are available. Microsoft makes all first-party names available on your computer and the names of third parties. Click Install. When the game is finished
installing, click Play. Thanks for letting us know! Tell us why! Xbox Series X is not a major purchase – at least, not right now. But that's not to say it's not not piece of hardware, with great potential. Next gen Xbox is super-fast, surprisingly quiet, and delivers the kind of performance that we've previously only seen from high-end gaming pCs, ensuring that games – both old and new – look and work better
than ever. Gaming computers, though, never come at this price tag on the same specs, and the Xbox Series X manages to pack a lot of power under $500/£450/AU$750. The result is a console that is not only technically impressive, with a drastic reduction in load time and greatly improved visual confidence in games, but one that uses many quality of life features to make your game experience more
enjoyable. However, while xbox series X's raw hardware power is hard to deny – and its new time-saving features are certainly welcome – it's lacking in some critical areas. The launch lineup is disappointing, lacking must-have exclusives or brand new titles that will make you want to run out and buy a new Xbox on the first day. To truly get the most out of Xbox Series X at launch, we recommend picking up
an Xbox Game Pass subscription that allows you to access hundreds of games for a monthly fee – we found that it helps soften the blow of this bad launch lineup, although it will see you play older titles on your new console instead of brand new games, even if some games are optimized. The disadvantage of Halo Infinite, or any other big-hitting Xbox exclusives, is very significant when novelness in
hardware improvements wears out. In addition, we'd like to see more of an overhaul dashboard and UI to really drive home the fact that it's a whole new generation console. Microsoft's flagship console is as powerful as you'd expect then, but we'd keep off buying one off to launch unless you're already heavily invested in the Xbox ecosystem, or just want the best Xbox console experience possible right
now. For everyone else, it may be worth waiting until the next gen games library becomes more relevant. (Image credit: Future) Xbox Series X release date: Out now (released November 10, 2020) Xbox Series X price: $499/£449/AU$749 Xbox Series X launched globally on November 10, 2020, giving Microsoft a two-day head start against sony ps5 released on November 12 (certain countries, November
19 for the rest of the world). Stocks are hard to come by, but select retailers have shown Xbox Series X stock available to order, but delivery has snapped up almost immediately. Xbox Series X is priced at $499/£449/AU$749. Lower specced, digital-only version of the console, Xbox Series S, also launched on November 10, is priced at $299.99/£249.99/AU$499.Today the best Microsoft Xbox Series X
deals So it's not exactly pocket money, it's a pretty decent price for the new Xbox – it's the same price as Xbox One was to launch, and match the MSRP of the (now discontinued) Xbox One X, both of which are nowhere near as powerful as Xbox Series X And that Series X has specs similar to gaming computer, the $500 mark is pretty good to go – you will be hard pressed to find a gaming PC for this price
tag. However, as already mentioned, if you want to get the maximum out of your Xbox Series X at launch we recommend picking up an Xbox Game Pass Ultimate subscription that costs $15/£10.99/AU$15.95 per month (annual subscriptions are also available, which will shave a little off the cost of the year). While this is an additional expense, it gives you extra access to hundreds of Xbox Game Pass
games (which soon include Bethesda and EA titles), Xbox Live Gold, cloud gaming and monthly free games that would save you money in the long run compared to buying games alone. If you're not fussed about the bells and whistles of Game Pass Ultimate, then it may be worth picking up a regular Game Pass subscription site that costs ($9.99/£7.99/AU$10.95), but only grants access to the service
console (not both pc and console) and does away with cloud gaming on mobile devices. It's worth pointing out that Xbox Series X is also available on the Microsoft Xbox All Access subscription service in certain regions, including the U.S., UK, and Australia. Xbox All Access bundles together the console with Xbox Game Pass Ultimate for a 24-month plan (giving you access last on time) at a price of
$34.99/£28.99/AU$46 per month, with no upfront cost – which feels like a very good deal. But Xbox Series X isn't the only next gen console available, and it's also worth checking out the PS5 and PS5 Digital, which come in at similar price points – although the PS5 Digital is $100 less. We won't get too much into them here, though. Xbox Series X design (Image credit: Future) Modern, sleek designLarge
quietEmits just as much heat as the Xbox One XMinimal UI and dashboard updatesDedi from Xbox Series X is a major departure from its predecessors – the upright tower design is more reminiscent of a desktop gaming computer, although you can place the console horizontally, too. Measuring 15.1 x 15 x 30.1cm and weighing 4.45kg, the parallel-sounded-shaped console is matte black throughout, except
for the green hue inside the indented cooling openings on top – this is a clever optical illusion that elevates the console design. The design of the face console is fairly simple, with a signature Xbox power button in the upper left corner, a disk drive (and eject button) at the bottom left corner, and a pairing button and USB 3.2 port at the bottom-right (the paired button also works as an IR receiver). The back
of the console has some cooling ports, as well as an HDMI 2.1 output port, two USB 3.2 ports, one network port, a storage widening slot and a power input port. An interesting accessibility feature on the back of the console is that all ports have tactile indicators (little, raised points) that indicate which port you're touching. For example, USB 3.2 ports have three raised ports, while power input there is only
one. It aims to help achieve cables and make the console more accessible to visually impaired people. (Image credit: TechRadar) The edges of the console (when vertical) are empty, except for the discrete Xbox logo in the left corner and four rubber pads on the right that allow the console to sit horizontally. At the bottom of the console is a slightly elevated disc-shaped stand, along with some more
openings for cooling – as mentioned, the top of the console is designed to help with ventilation, as this is where the Xbox Series X exhausts the heat it generates. The console itself looks minimalistic, sleek... monolithic even. Despite its weight and quite large size, it looks significantly smaller than its measurements suggest. We found it slotted with ease into ikea kallax shelf unit (39cm x 39cm) when
oriented either horizontally or vertically, and conveniently mixed with your surroundings. Xbox Series X design is something you either love or hate – we found that welcome change from low profile Xbox consoles from the past. It's styling, trendy, and it looks like something grown up really wants to own, and it's a lovely development from flat but compact One S and One X models. Still, the matte black
design means the console is easily scuffed and scratched, although it doesn't get messy. Quiet as a whisper – but pretty toasty (Image credit: TechRadar) the main upside of Xbox Series X is how unexpectedly quiet it is. We're almost accustomed to consoles revving up like they're going to take off when running games that really put them through their paces; but Xbox Series X is the quietest Xbox we've
had the pleasure of playing, even if we need more next-gen specific games to truly make a call to it. When you're on the home screen, the console puts in about 30dB of sound – it's a whisper on the audio level – and it changes very little when you actually load up and play games. Playing The Sea of Thieves, From Man's Sky and PlayerUnknown's Battlegrounds, we found decibels never exceeded
33dB.That said, installing a larger update we recorded levels up to 45dB, which is about as noisy as a printer in action. Even then, it's not too loud, and it just registers over the soundtrack actually playing the game. This was also the case when playing the next gen titles we've sampled so far. This is welcome news for those who don't want their game to be interrupted by the swirling of the struggling
machine – but with this silence still comes quite a bit of heat. Xbox Series X is on par with xbox one x when it comes to heat emissions, with heat dispersed through the cooling vent at the top, which we recommend leaving enough space. The console itself didn't get toasty, too, but we didn't think it affected performance when running more intense next-gen titles. User Dashboard (Image Credit:
Microsoft)Although the external design of the Xbox Series X is a remarkable from its predecessors, console UI and panel have undergone more subtle changes. The Xbox Series X panel is pretty much the same as Xbox One's. The main reason for this is because Microsoft rolled out a meaty update to Xbox One back in August to make its UI more streamlined, and merge with Xbox Series X. This means
that the X UI series is still a tiled layout with customizable pins so you can choose which games and apps you want to see first on the Home screen, and offer easy access to games, apps, party chat and other features using the controller's Xbox button. It has a rather streamlined interface, and allows for a lot of customization options and easy navigation. Customization seems to be based on series X UI. In
addition to microsoft being able to navigate pinned games and apps, it also allows players to express themselves a little more by incorporating new profile designs that act as the background of your profile page. Players can now also finally take advantage of a dynamic experience that offers a more personalized home screen option for those who are bored of the Xbox One static offerings. The Xbox Series
X panel is faster to navigate than before, too, but we found that there were some pop-in issues when the content was pulled from the Internet. We also found ourselves a bit underwhelmed usually by the UI and the panel because it doesn't have any real next-gen flair. We would have liked to see an overhaul that really distinguished the Xbox Series X from its predecessor and made it look like something
completely new, with easier ways to focus on the media beyond the need to add its own streaming apps to the pin group. Xbox Series X performance(Image credit: Future)Significantly faster loading time and greater stabilityI in terms of expandable storage4K/60fps game (up to 120fps support)Auto HDRThe Xbox Series X is an absolute powerhouse, rocking eight-core AMD Zen 2 processor runs 3.8GHz,
custom RDNA 2 AMD GPU that puts out 12 TFLOPs processing power, 16GB GDDR6 memory, and 1TB Custom NVMe SSD. Here's what Xbox Series X specs look like on paper: CPU: 8x Cores @ 3.8 GHz (3.6 GHz w/ SMT) Custom Zen 2 CPU GPU: 12 TFLOPS, 52 CUs @ 1825 GHz Custom RDNA 2 GPU Die Size: 360.45 mm2 Process: 7nm Enhanced Memory: 16 GB GDDR6 w/ 320b bus Memory
Bandwidth: 10GB @ 560 GB/s 6GB @ 336 GB/s Internal Storage: 1TB Custom NVME SSD I/O Pass: 2.4 GB/s (Raw), 4.8 GB/sExpandable Storage: 1TB Expansion Card(s) internal memory accurately) External Storage: USB 3.2 External HDD Support Optical Drive: 4KD Blu-ray Drive Performance Target: 4K @ 60fps, By 120fpsSo what does this mean for real-world performance? Shorter loading times
(Image credit: Sega) Well to start, Series X is super-fast thanks to its NVMe SSD. We've seen Xbox Series X shave dozens of seconds off loads of times in games compared to how they run on Xbox One S. Xbox Series X always faster – in some cases with a few seconds, and in others almost half the load time. To give you an idea of how much faster these loading times are, we'll time to load into the
game from clicking the Continue button on the menu screen on the same games xbox one s and xbox series X. While some titles are gaining more than others from faster load speed, still a few seconds of retention is welcome. While games like Ori and Blind Forest load pretty quickly anyway, so the difference is less noticeable, it's with names like Sea Thieves where the power of the SSD really shines –
we saw loading time for sea thieves cut from 100 seconds to just 35.When it comes to the next gen headlines, we found some loading screens we were presented with lasted only seconds. The speed advantage was really seen off by Yakuza: Like dragon's fast travel, that comes in the form of a taxi ride. It took about 4.7 seconds to quickly travel to another area from the moment we took the ride, a big
improvement over our experience on Xbox One. The 4K at 60fps (up to 120fps) (Image credit: Wired Productions) Xbox Series X's RDNA 2 GPU allows the console to target 4K at 60fps, however it also means there's support for up to 120fps. Reaching 4K at 120fps To make sure we could experience the Series X game as it was supposed to, we hooked the console up to 55-inch Samsung Q80T QLED 4K
HDR Smart TV. We made sure that the TV game mode is enabled and configured xbox tv settings to use 4K UHD and 120 fps, which is reachable only with an HDMI 2.1 compatible display like Samsung here, and which is recommended to provide the best possible visual experience. Unless you're fussy about your frame rate, we'd say that getting an HDMI 2.1 compatible display is not always essential.
The Xbox Series X native 4K at 60fps means you get the best of both worlds, minimal frame rate drops (resulting in a smoother experience) and pretty stunning visuals. However, it is worth noting that this you need 4K-ready TV 4K resolutions. While 120fps feels buttery smooth games like Falconeer, these games do sacrifice resolution as a result. For example, Falconeer can play 4K at 60fps, but if you
choose the 120fps option, you'll notice fewer frame drops and better response time, but at the expense of sharpness as the resolution drops to 1,080p. It's all about compromise, and whether you want smoother performance or better visual in many cases. That being said, the likes of 5 Gears multiplayer allow for 4K at 120fps (thanks to Xbox Series X optimization) and, as a result, offer a smooth and
visually impressive upgrade over your Xbox One predecessor. If you like fast-paced competitive multiplayer, then you'll notice a huge difference from the Xbox One family. To enable 120 f/s, you can insert console audio and visual settings where you can choose from a variety of frame rate and resolution quite simple, but it's worth noting that not all games can hit 120fps and at that time in writing, there are
only a handful that can, including Falconeer and Gears 5's multiplayer – with Call of Duty Black Ops: Cold War, Halo Infinite multiplayer and more, in order to get support in the future. Auto HDR (Image credit: Rare) Like Xbox One, Series X allows you to calibrate HDR games. We recommend fixing this before playing any games because it ensures the balance of contrast is spot-on, giving you the best
visuals possible. In our review, we mainly had access to a selection of back-compatible titles, which is the best indicator of the increase in performance Xbox Series X provides more than its last gen counterparts. With the above settings enabled, we found that the games instantly looked better than Series X – which is not particularly surprising considering that Microsoft has introduced native HDR to these
names. We'll go into more detail on how this performance boost improves xbox series X Optimized titles further down, but in short, when playing back the compatible titles of Xbox One S and Series X versions next to we could clearly see the visual upgrade. Storage (Image credit: TechRadar) Xbox Series X's 1TB Custom NVMe SSD translates to 802GB usable storage, with 198GB reserved system files
and Xbox operating system. We were able to download 18 games of different sizes before using the console for expandable storage. It's a fair chunk to play through, then, but we recommend picking up the Seagate Storage Expansion Card if you really want to use features like Quick Resume and the plethora of titles available using xbox game pass. It's important to note that true next-gen titles probably
take up more storage space when their optimization is rolled out. Along with our console, we were able to test Seagate's 1TB expansion memory card for Xbox Series X. It doesn't come cheap at $219.99/£219.99/AU$359, but we found it very easy to use – when we found out we lacked storage, we simply slotted the card back to xbox and accessed the extra terabyte. When the console discovers that it is
approaching its storage capacity, it asks if you want to install on the map site, but also offers a fairly simple solution to free up space by deleting games. If the expansion memory card works a bit expensive for your taste, you can always connect an external drive to a HDD or SSD using the console's USB 3.1 port. However, it is worth noting that they can only be xbox one and back compatible games (with
SSD, which allows for faster loading time). Xbox Series X games can be saved in an external HDD or SSD, but only NVMe SSDs can play Xbox Series X optimized titles. Adding an external hard drive process works just like it did on Xbox One: you just plug the storage into one of the system's USB ports, and Xbox will It. If you need to format the disk, you are prompted to ask that it be done. It's a plug-and-
play solution that works just like you hope. What's good about Xbox Series X storage is that when you install (or uninstall) games, you can choose a specific part of the game to install instead of the full thing. For example, you can download Doom Eternal's multiplayer, but no campaign, or vice versa. We are interested to see how many games will support this type of installation functionality in the future, as it
is a welcome feature and should help with storage management. Xbox Series X controller (Image credit: TechRadar) Feels familiar with the handy yet subtly differentWorks on a range of devicesImacored tactile textures and refined geometryThe new Share button xbox series X Controller feels familiar in hand even more subtly different, with improved tactile textures and refined geometry making for an
ergonomic, and more comfortable playing experience. On the surface, the Xbox Series X controller does not look like a particularly radical departure from its predecessor. It sports a similar shape and retains the traditional button and trigger layout. For closer examination, though, you begin to notice the subtle differences Microsoft has introduced. To begin with, gamepad's exterior now sports a matte finish
that closely matches the console design. Although it certainly looks mesain' it comes with flaws – the black controller that comes with the console easily picks up scuffs and scratches that are conseminable, and given the amount of practical time controllers are exposed to it's likely that you'll find it hard to keep your looking tip-top condition for years to come. Other color variants of the controller are available
though (you will need to buy these separately), and some may be less prone to scuffs. It's a small quibble, though, and overall we found that the Xbox Series X controller resembles a more premium controller, both in appearance and feel. The revised pad now has a tactile texture on triggers, handles and bumpers, which we found that the controller feel safer in our hands. In addition, although the controller
is the same size as its predecessor, the bumpers and triggers are rounded and reduced in size by a few millimeters, which makes the gamepad feel less bulky. If you're someone with small hands, past Xbox One controllers are felt pretty tanky, but this simple change improves the comfort level in a subtle but noticeable way. (Image credit: TechRadar) Perhaps the most advanced change to the controller is
by adding the Share button and hybrid D-pad. The Stock button basically acts as a capture button that allows you to easily snap screenshots of your game – one click takes a snapshot by holding the button down for a longer recording of a 15-second video by default (you can adjust the video duration of capture settings). It's much easier than Xbox One, where you have press the home button and then X or
Y, but we find it a bit fiddly quick to take a screenshot – your experience may vary depending on how big the hands are. The hybrid D-pad, on the other hand, aims to provide a middle ground between the Xbox One controller's classic D-pad and the Xbox Elite Wireless Controller Series 2 interchangeable disc-shaped, seated D-pad. What results are a kind of traditional D-pad set over the drive. Again, it's a
small but welcome change and is designed to give more control and leverage over the D-pad – but usually feels more comfortable. But there's a lot about controller design that hasn't changed. It maintains a 3.5mm audio jack and expansion port at the bottom, its USB charging port and pairing button at the top, and its View, Menu and Xbox buttons on the face. In addition to cosmetic changes, the Xbox
Series X controller brings improvements in functionality too. We found the controller to be more responsive, which is probably down to the lower latency Microsoft has boasted about (paired with more frame speed stability), but connecting the gamepad wirelessly via Bluetooth with a range of devices — including Xbox One, iPhone 11, and Mac — was simple. Series X controller again works on AA batteries
(regular or rechargeable), but if you want to avoid the problem of changing or charging the batteries permanently, then you can invest in a Play and Charge Kit (a rechargeable battery back, which you can use to charge the controller while you play or between sessions), or connect your controller to the console via USB-C (although it will of course limit your freedom of movement). Xbox Series X features
(Image credit: TechRadar) Quick Resume is a pretty seamlessGrires back compatibility with games and accessories4K UHD Blu-ray driveDolby Atmos and DTS supportMore entertainment apps available than beforeSmart Deliverymart delivery app (beta) makes it easier to manage and access your console on goThe Xbox Series X has several useful features and meaningful quality of life improvements,
while Blu-ray disc inclusion and access to entertainment access to the app that the console can double as a home entertainment system. Quick Resume (Image credit: Coalition) Perhaps the most welcome of the Xbox Series X features is the Quick Resume. Quick Resume aims to let you continue the game from the suspended state pretty much immediately. So, within seconds, you can jump back into a
game where you left off, as if you never stopped playing, without having to sit through loading screens again. Not only that, but you can jump between the multiple games that are left in this suspended position in no time at all. We found that we could seamlessly jump between the game in a matter of seconds while the games you're hopping between have already been booted up at some point in advance.
We were able to jump from being in the timberyard like Alan Wake to being in Alyson in Dontnod's Tell Me Why 11.4 seconds by pressing the Xbox button controller and selecting the game from the sidebar. This is from the game to the game - not loading screens. If we wanted to access Tell Me Why from the Xbox panel to the home screen, selected as the current game we played, the time from the panel
to the game was 2.7 seconds. Microsoft has n't said if there's a limit on the number of names that you may have paused at one time, but we found more than four could start taking a toll on the machine. And we found that if we stacked more than four games in a suspended position, some needed a full boot-up again, with the console closing the first game open. Online multiplayer games work a bit
differently from other names. It wouldn't be possible to allow players to stop mid-play during an online game, or we just have a bunch of AFK players on the servers. For example, if you're in the middle of a game in a sea of thieves, and then decide to jump to another game, you will be removed from the game – but you can Quick Resume from the title screen. Back compatibility (Image credit: Edit
Entertainment) Another of Xbox Series X's best options is the width of its backward compatibility. There are over 1,000 back compatible titles available, which means you will be hard pressed to find the older game you have, not supported in the series X.As mentioned above, we found these names loaded faster and just played better; improved stability means fewer frame-replacement speed drops, which
makes older games feel nicer to play, even if they're otherwise a little outdated by the standards of modern blockbusters. This retroactive compatibility also applies to Xbox accessories. We found that we could easily connect the original Xbox Wireless Controller and Xbox Elite Wireless Controller Series 2 to Xbox Series X without problems, and we were also able to connect our headphones. Any officially
licensed Xbox One accessory that connects wirelessly or over a wired USB connection must work on Xbox Series X; however, it's worth noting that optical port connections are not supported, although some of these products may work with firmware updates. Smart Delivery (Image credit: Ubisoft) Xbox Smart Delivery aims to allow players to always have access to the best possible version of the Xbox
game, depending on the console they're playing on. Basically, it's a bit like forward compatibility and backward compatibility together. We found that we could access the games we had access to xbox series x xbox one s without any hassle, and without having to buy two versions with the same name. For example, we could play Falconeer on Xbox Series X – with its optimization – then jump on the Xbox
One S and continue to play the game there, just without Series X optimization. Keep the data out between consoles so we can easily jump between the two plays. Our Xbox One games were also available for Xbox Series X, with upgrades becoming instantly available to those who currently have Series X optimizations such as Gears Tactics and Gears 5. (Image credit: Netflix) Series X also offers a variety
of multimedia features. For one, the console boasts a built-in 4K Blu-ray player that is easy to use. You also have access to a variety of streaming services: there's Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, Disney Plus, and others that are available on existing Xbox One consoles, as well as some that are new to the platform, including Apple TV and region-specific apps like Hulu in the US and Sky Go uk. All of these
can be used for console 4K UHD capabilities, although some require a decent internet connection. Although all the most popular entertainment apps are available, we found that there are still some (regional apps) to which we want us to have access, such as the ITV Hub and All 4 in the UK. However, Microsoft has promised that more programs will be available during launch, so we can see these added
after all. Dolby Vision Support (Image credit: Coaliton) Microsoft is also the only next-gen console maker to support Dolby Vision, a more demanding hdr format that allows superior contrast and color accuracy. In terms of content you can watch shows and movies at Dolby Vision with Netflix (if you shell out on a premium subscription level) or through Dolby Vision 4K Blu-ray, or see it in games like Ori and
Will Wisps or Gears 5. The advantage of Dolby Vision is more than the standard HDR10 is that it supports 12-bit color, allowing the console to display more than 68.7 billion colors, much more than the 10-bit HDR format could display. Of course, how good these colors will look ultimately depends on your TV – which also needs to support Dolby Vision, although it's on par for the course. DTS and Dolby
Atmos support (Image credit: Game games)Although the default headset setting for Xbox Series X is Windows Sonic, as on Xbox One before it, Xbox Series X also supports Dolby Atmos and DTS headphones: X sound – although you need to purchase a separate license for each. Windows Sonic is fine for those who aren't too fussed about their audio, but Dolby Atmos and DTS provide a more complete
spatial sound experience, which means, for example, that you can tell in the footsteps of the enemy exactly where they are relative to you. If you're someone who plays a lot of online multiplayer, then it might be worth picking one of these up, especially as you don't need special headphones to either work – although to use Dolby Atmos you need a compatible soundbar. It is also worth noting that these only
work with games that support Dolby Atmos or DTS sound, which includes the likes of Gears 5, Forza Horizon 4 and Rise of Tomb Raider.Xbox App (credit: Microsoft)The new Xbox App for iOS and Android is an upgraded version of the companion app that gives you more control than before, allowing you to specifically manage storage throughout your consoles, voice chat with friends on xbox or pc, and
easily share clips and screenshots from games, and easy access to remote playback. You can even use the app as a remote control for your console, which is very handy for multimedia services. Overall, we found the companion app made it easier than ever to access and manage our Xboxes while on the go. Xbox game library (Image credit: Shin'en Multimedia) Launch title lineup is a bit
disappointingCombin with Xbox Game Pass, offers a lot of playPlenty back compatible games to play Xbox Series X launch library, probably the one that allows the new console to fix the most. To begin with, there are only a handful of new big-name games landing on the console at launch – Assassin's Creed Valhalla, Watch Dogs: Legion, Dirt 5 and Yakuza: as dragon, none of which are Xbox exclusives,
although Yakuza won't be coming to the PS5 until next year. In fact, every Xbox Series X launch game is already available (or will be available) on Xbox One – and many will release the ps5 too. Launch titles that have Xbox exclusives such as Gears 5, Forza Horizon 4, and Ori and Will Wisps, are all optimized versions for Xbox One titles. During our review period, we had access to both backward-matched
Xbox titles and a handful of next-gen games that have been optimized for Xbox Series X. However, optimization for some third-party titles we had access to, such as Watch Dogs: Legion, was not rolled out during writing – optimizing patches for many of these titles, including Watch Dogs: Legion, are scheduled for Xbox Series X launch date, November 10. We found that while we enjoyed new games like
Yakuza, and were impressed with optimization gears 5 and Gears Tactics, there were no games that really blew us out of the water and made us feel like Xbox Series X would be a day one purchase. You can check out the full Xbox Series X launch lineup here. This is a bit of a disappointing choice that should be stepped up somewhat by Halo Infinite, which has now been delayed until 2021. We're hoping
that we'll see Microsoft padding out of the Xbox Series X games lineup in the near future – but it's not a particularly strong start. Xbox Game Pass (Image credit: Microsoft) saving grace when talking about available games is that Xbox Series X players will have access to thousands of back-compatible games to launch, so you have many older games to play. If you're picking up Xbox Series X at launch, we
recommend picking up an Xbox Game Pass Ultimate subscription to support your library. As mentioned above, Xbox Game Pass Ultimate means you can access hundreds of Xbox One games at the stick, including first-hand Xbox games on the first day. So, in terms of saving money, pairing your Game Pass subscription with your new console means you won't shell out for brand new games – unless
they're included in Game Pass.Xbox Series X optimized (Image Microsoft)Xbox Series X Optimized GamesXbox Series X Optimized games should be an icon in your game library indicating that they optimized however this icon was not displayed in our library during the reporting period, so it was difficult to determine which games were optimized at a glance. A handful of Xbox One games are optimized for
Xbox Series X. These titles have been upgraded or built with Xbox Series X in mind to most consoles power – and boy, they're showing it. We tested some Optimized titles including Gears 5, Yakuza: Like Dragon, Falconeer, and Dirt 5, and found that these games boasted minimal loading time, improved stability, and significantly improved visuals. For example, the Gears 5 xbox series X boasts ray tracking
and 4K at 60fps, making campaign mode look better than ever and load faster. It's instantly more immersive, thanks to more stable frame speeds and lack of loading screen walls. The difference is even more noticeable in Gears 5's multiplayer, allowing 4K at 120fps, resulting in a butter-smooth performance that feels much more responsive – and which is critical to online multiplayer. With Dolby Atmos
support as well, the game is a brilliant showcase for Xbox Series X's unbottled power. If you buy Xbox Series X? (Image credit: Future) Buy if... You want minimal loading time and a smoother game xbox series X is a super-fast SSD drastically reduces the load time of games – both old and new – while its custom RDNA 2 GPU allows 4K/60fps game (and supports up to 120fps). So if you're tired of having to
compromise when it comes to frame rates vs. visual confidence, you'll be happy to know that you can play both here. You'll want a great audiovisual multimedia experience built-in 4K Blu-ray player, access to a plethora of streaming services, and support for Dolby Atmos and Dolby Vision to make Xbox Series X great for those who use their console as a home entertainment system and want powerful
audiovisual specs. You want to access your older Xbox games and accessories Xbox Series X is backwardcompatible with three generations of Xbox games, which means you won't have to worry about accessing older titles in the new hardware. There are over 1,000 backward compatible games available for launch, and many Xbox One accessories will be back compatible from launch too. In addition,
Smart Delivery means that you can hop between your old and new console with ease. You want more control over storage. In addition, although expensive, seagate storage card makes expandable storage fast and free for some. (Image credit: Future) Do not buy if ... You want an exciting launch library for Xbox Series X to start the library leaves a lot to be desired – it mainly consists of xbox One game
versions and titles that are available on other platforms. We've been expecting the library to grow over time, but don't expect to be wowed from the off. You don't plan to buy at least a 4K TV While Xbox Series X offers reduced loading time and lots of quality of life features, without at least 4K TV you won't be able to get the most out of console visual upgrades – you won't get these 4K visual effects, and
without an HDMI 2.1 compatible display you won't have access to 120fps. You're waiting for the full next gen UI overhaul of the Xbox Series X interface no different significantly from its predecessor so, aside from dynamic backgrounds and improved speed, don't expect a huge difference from Xbox One.Get the best Xbox Series X deals before anyone else! We'll send you detailed information about pre-
order and the best Xbox Series X deals as soon as they're available. Send me information about other relevant products from Techradar and other future brands. Send me information about other relevant products from third parties. There is no spam, we promise. You can unsubscribe at any time and we will never copy your data without your permission. Not sold to Microsoft? Here's where to buy the PS5
PS5
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